
This Empire style valance offers you the standard classic horn, or use the new gathered horn that extends an additional 4” above the top of the 
board.  The horn gathers may be secured simply by stitching or tying with a ribbon or a fabric knot (pattern enclosed).  Choose between a simple 
return or the ornate jabot.  The jabot displays an inverted pleat, a few gathers at the corner, and a point at the bottom.  Swag depths are 20” to 
22”.  Swag widths are 16” to 28”.  Swag depth and width is not adjustable beyond these limits.  The short point on the horns are 6” shorter than 
the swag.  The jabot hangs 35 1/2” deep.  Alterations can be done at the top only.  Alteration instructions are included to adapt the horns and 
the jabot to fi t other Empire patterns, such as the M’Fay 9001 and 9234.

Fabric Suggestions:  Soft fabrics work best.  Stay away from extremely bulky fabrics.  The jabots, returns, and horns should have a self or contrast 
lining.  The swags can be lined with a drapery lining.  Any trims used will need to be able to curve.  

YARDAGE

To determine how many swag sections to use:  When using simple returns, subtract 3” from the board face measurements (do not include 
board “ends”) and divide into equal units.  When using jabots, subtract 19” from the board.  Swag width size must stay within 16” to 28”.

In addition to the swags, you will need:

• A pair of jabots, or a pair of returns
• A horn between each swag and between a swag and a return or jabot.

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we fi nd it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you can 
determine how they will fi t on your fabric.  

20” VALANCE DEPTH
The jabot pattern is ............................37” wide       x 35 1/2” deep
The return pattern is ..........................8 1/4” wide      x 22” deep
The standard horn pattern is ............17” wide           x 18” deep
The gathered horn pattern is ............18” wide  x 21 1/2” deep

Upright Cut Swags:
16” wide ....................The pattern is 37 1/2” wide     x 36” deep
22” wide ....................The pattern is 40” wide            x 36” deep 
28” wide ....................The pattern is 46” wide            x 36” deep

22” VALANCE DEPTH
The jabot pattern is ............................37” wide          x 37 1/2” deep
The return pattern is ..........................8 1/4” wide     x 24” deep
The standard horn pattern is ............18” wide          x 19 1/2” deep
The gathered horn pattern is ............18” wide          x 23 1/4” deep

Upright Cut Swags:
16” wide ....................The pattern is 37 1/2” wide    x 38” deep
22” wide ....................The pattern is 40” wide           x 38” deep
28” wide ....................The pattern is 46” wide           x 38” deep

Same amount of lining will be needed.

For all sizes, the knot pattern is: 3” x 11” (4 cuts per tie are needed)

Approximate Yardage for Trims: (Trims must be able to curve)
Each 16” Swag ....................................19”
Each 22” Swag ....................................22”
Each 28” Swag ....................................28”
Each jabot ............................................43 1/2”
Each Return .........................................9”
Each Horn ............................................18”

Bias Cut Swags:
16” wide ....................The pattern is 38” wide        x 38” deep
22” wide ....................The pattern is 41” wide        x 41” deep
28” wide ....................The pattern is 45 1/2” wide x 45 1/2” deep

Bias Cut Swags:
16” wide ....................The pattern is 39” wide        x 39” deep
22” wide ....................The pattern is 42 1/2” wide x 42 1/2” deep
28” wide ....................The pattern is 47” wide        x 47” deep

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.
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